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Computer creates music that is “in some way 
shaped by the performance.” (Winkler 1998: 4)!

Drummond, Understanding Interactive Systems.!
Organised Sound 14(2), pp124-133, 2009.!
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•  Cybernetics and first-generation AI!

\ˌsī-bər-ˈne-tiks\ - the science of communication and 
control theory that is concerned especially with the 
comparative study of automatic control systems (as 
the nervous system and brain and mechanical-
electrical communication systems)#

Merriam Webster Dictionary online!
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cybernetics!

Cybernetics!

Control, Autonomy, Agency!



Ashby (1962):!

The converse of organisation is reducibility. !

“A ‘machine’ is that which behaves in a machine-like way, namely, 
that its internal state, and the state of its surroundings, defines 
uniquely the next state it will go to.”!

But for more complex system, consider the “machine with input”, 
defined by a set S of internal states, a set I of input states, and a 
mapping, f, of the product set I x S into S.!

Communicate! Control!
(organisms)! (machines)!

Control, Autonomy, Agency!
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•  Cybernetics and first-generation AI!Determine one’s own future#
Autonomy!

Control, Autonomy, Agency!

Creativity!

Make new types of thing!

Have an effect on the world#
Agency!



Control, Autonomy, Agency!
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illusion of control, or “at the edge of control” (Bongers 98)!
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•  Cybernetics and first-generation AI!

Creativity!

Control, Autonomy, Agency!

Autonomy ßà Agency!

Autonomy !
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Control, Autonomy, Agency!

Memetic Agency!

Performative
Agency!

Performative
Agency!

Performative
Agency!

Performative
Agency!

Bown, Eldridge, McCormack, Understanding Interaction in Contemporary Digital Music: from Instruments to
 Behavioural Objects, Organised Sound 14(2), 2009.!
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Fig. 1.1 P f Q “wiring diagrams” for different computer music applications, a non-exhaustive set
of possibilities.

ilar excerpts from a music database, f would perform the similarity measure and the
look-up.

Note that links between modules are not directional to indicate that parameters
might be passed in either direction. For example, a subcomponent of f might require
a finer level of analysis from P, and could therefore send an instruction to P to that
effect. The bi-directionality of system components means that the division into P, f
and Q is to some degree arbitrary; in practice the separation is distinct since each
module serves a different fundamental purpose.

Figure 1.1C shows a synthesis unit, Q, outputting audio. Audio synthesis is a well
studied area of computer music and there are many available techniques, ranging
from the rendering of sampled sound and the emulation of actual instruments (e.g.
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Blackwell and Young, 2003! Blackwell, Bown and Young, 2012!
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PfQ framework is a “talking point”: 1st layer in the 
“black box”. #
!
We can always speak of these elements within the 
system as if they exist, even if we do not know what is 
actually going on inside. !

•  What can the system hear / perceive / understand (P)?!
•   How does generation take place (f)? !
•  What outputs is it capable of (Q) and how are they 

affected by P and f? !
•  What else is influencing P, Q or f?!
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Cf. Bown, Eldridge and McCormack (2009): Behavioural Objects.!
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Agostino di Scipio: ‘Sound is the Interface’: From !
interactive to ecosystemic signal processing.!
#
Organised Sound 8(3): 269–277, 2003 Cambridge University Press.!

!
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an understanding of 
‘interaction’ as a network of 
interdependencies among 
system components, and as 
a means for dynamical 
behaviour to emerge upon 
the contact of an 
autonomous system (e.g. a 
DSP unit) with the external 
environment (room or else 
hosting the performance)!

272 Agostino Di Scipio

that may eventually bring the reader to issues of a
socio-political nature).

In effect, as was made clear by Heinz von Foerster
(1960), self-referantial attributes – like ‘self-observing’
or ‘self-organising’ – are meaningless unless we also
account for the relationship to the ambience, and to
the noise that the ambience provides a system with.
Noise is a necessary element, crucial for a coherent,
but flexible and dynamical behaviour to emerge. (In
the linear communication flow of most interactive
systems, noise remains something to be filtered out in
order to minimise odd reactions on the computer’s
part – and still therefore it is, even here, the only source
of creative behaviour).

6. THE AUDIBLE ECO-SYSTEMIC INTERFACE
PROJECT

To deal with these matters in actual compositional
work, I think the agent-perfomer should firstly be
dropped, and the DSP routines implemented in such
a way as to function only based on purely acoustical
information including, in particular, the ambience
noise. The ambience is the real – not virtual! – space
hosting the performance.

Accordingly, I will from now on refer to ‘interac-
tion’ as not meaning the man/machine interrelation-
ship, but the machine/ambience interrelationship, and
always keeping in mind the triangular, ecosystemic
connection, man/ambience/machine, that can be thus
established (figure 3). Direct man/machine interactions
(via control devices) are optional to an ecosystemic
design (dashed arrow in figure 3), as they are replaced
with a permanent indirect interrelationship mediated
by the ambience (dashed lines in figure 3).

Also, I will from now on assume all information
exchanges – from and to the ambience, from and
to the computer, from and to a possibly included
agent-performer – to be of a purely sonic nature. I
am interested in the interdependencies, connections
and disconnections that can be listened to across the
micro-, meso- and macro-temporal unfolding of
sound, as hey are brought forth by micro-time pro-
cesses (granular rate, or even sample rate). This comes
from my own previous compositional efforts in what

has been termed micro-sound, some of which are
described in Di Scipio (1994a) and Roads (2001a:
322). In Di Scipio (1997), ‘interactive micro-time sonic
design’ was discussed.

I started the Audible Eco-Systemic Interface (AESI)
project three years ago in order to explore the actual
implementation (not a formalised model, nor a purely
sensuous-aesthetical illustration) of sonorous niches,
either sounding natural or artificial to the ear. The
task is not to evoke existing environmental phenom-
ena, but to create small audible ecosystems that can
be coherent in their internal structure and temporal
unfolding, and that can develop in close relationship
to the space hosting the music and the audience. So
far, I developed the project to the point where I could
compose two short live electronics solos (mentioned
later, but not described in their musical characteris-
tics). A most appropriate public presentation of works
thus composed will eventually be that of a large-scale
sound installation.

The basic idea reflects a self-feeding loop design
(figure 4). A chain of causes and effects is established,
ideally without any human intervention but the prac-
tical instalment and set-up of everything needed for
the performance to take place (loudspeakers, electret
condenser microphones, a programmable DSP-based
workstation, and a mixer console).

A compact description of the overall process is
as follows. (i) The computer emits some initial sound
(either synthetic or sampled), heard through the loud-
speakers; (ii) this is also fed back to the computer by
two or more microphones scattered around the room
(their placement is crucial); (iii) the computer analyses
the microphone signals and extracts information on
relevant sonic features; (iv) the extracted data is
used to generate low-rate control signals and drive the
audio signal processing parameters (DSP modules I
often use here include granulators and sample play-
back modules); submitted to audio signal processing is
the computer-generated sound itself that was initially
emitted; (v) meanwhile, the microphone signals are
matched against the original synthetic or sampled
signal, and the difference-signal is calculated (the

Figure 3. Triangular recursive ecosystemic connection. Figure 4. Basic design of the Audible Eco-Systemic Interface.
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sound, as hey are brought forth by micro-time pro-
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systems, noise remains something to be filtered out in
order to minimise odd reactions on the computer’s
part – and still therefore it is, even here, the only source
of creative behaviour).
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PROJECT

To deal with these matters in actual compositional
work, I think the agent-perfomer should firstly be
dropped, and the DSP routines implemented in such
a way as to function only based on purely acoustical
information including, in particular, the ambience
noise. The ambience is the real – not virtual! – space
hosting the performance.

Accordingly, I will from now on refer to ‘interac-
tion’ as not meaning the man/machine interrelation-
ship, but the machine/ambience interrelationship, and
always keeping in mind the triangular, ecosystemic
connection, man/ambience/machine, that can be thus
established (figure 3). Direct man/machine interactions
(via control devices) are optional to an ecosystemic
design (dashed arrow in figure 3), as they are replaced
with a permanent indirect interrelationship mediated
by the ambience (dashed lines in figure 3).

Also, I will from now on assume all information
exchanges – from and to the ambience, from and
to the computer, from and to a possibly included
agent-performer – to be of a purely sonic nature. I
am interested in the interdependencies, connections
and disconnections that can be listened to across the
micro-, meso- and macro-temporal unfolding of
sound, as hey are brought forth by micro-time pro-
cesses (granular rate, or even sample rate). This comes
from my own previous compositional efforts in what
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far, I developed the project to the point where I could
compose two short live electronics solos (mentioned
later, but not described in their musical characteris-
tics). A most appropriate public presentation of works
thus composed will eventually be that of a large-scale
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used to generate low-rate control signals and drive the
audio signal processing parameters (DSP modules I
often use here include granulators and sample play-
back modules); submitted to audio signal processing is
the computer-generated sound itself that was initially
emitted; (v) meanwhile, the microphone signals are
matched against the original synthetic or sampled
signal, and the difference-signal is calculated (the
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Accordingly, I will from now on refer to ‘interac-
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design (dashed arrow in figure 3), as they are replaced
with a permanent indirect interrelationship mediated
by the ambience (dashed lines in figure 3).

Also, I will from now on assume all information
exchanges – from and to the ambience, from and
to the computer, from and to a possibly included
agent-performer – to be of a purely sonic nature. I
am interested in the interdependencies, connections
and disconnections that can be listened to across the
micro-, meso- and macro-temporal unfolding of
sound, as hey are brought forth by micro-time pro-
cesses (granular rate, or even sample rate). This comes
from my own previous compositional efforts in what

has been termed micro-sound, some of which are
described in Di Scipio (1994a) and Roads (2001a:
322). In Di Scipio (1997), ‘interactive micro-time sonic
design’ was discussed.

I started the Audible Eco-Systemic Interface (AESI)
project three years ago in order to explore the actual
implementation (not a formalised model, nor a purely
sensuous-aesthetical illustration) of sonorous niches,
either sounding natural or artificial to the ear. The
task is not to evoke existing environmental phenom-
ena, but to create small audible ecosystems that can
be coherent in their internal structure and temporal
unfolding, and that can develop in close relationship
to the space hosting the music and the audience. So
far, I developed the project to the point where I could
compose two short live electronics solos (mentioned
later, but not described in their musical characteris-
tics). A most appropriate public presentation of works
thus composed will eventually be that of a large-scale
sound installation.

The basic idea reflects a self-feeding loop design
(figure 4). A chain of causes and effects is established,
ideally without any human intervention but the prac-
tical instalment and set-up of everything needed for
the performance to take place (loudspeakers, electret
condenser microphones, a programmable DSP-based
workstation, and a mixer console).

A compact description of the overall process is
as follows. (i) The computer emits some initial sound
(either synthetic or sampled), heard through the loud-
speakers; (ii) this is also fed back to the computer by
two or more microphones scattered around the room
(their placement is crucial); (iii) the computer analyses
the microphone signals and extracts information on
relevant sonic features; (iv) the extracted data is
used to generate low-rate control signals and drive the
audio signal processing parameters (DSP modules I
often use here include granulators and sample play-
back modules); submitted to audio signal processing is
the computer-generated sound itself that was initially
emitted; (v) meanwhile, the microphone signals are
matched against the original synthetic or sampled
signal, and the difference-signal is calculated (the

Figure 3. Triangular recursive ecosystemic connection. Figure 4. Basic design of the Audible Eco-Systemic Interface.
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that may eventually bring the reader to issues of a
socio-political nature).

In effect, as was made clear by Heinz von Foerster
(1960), self-referantial attributes – like ‘self-observing’
or ‘self-organising’ – are meaningless unless we also
account for the relationship to the ambience, and to
the noise that the ambience provides a system with.
Noise is a necessary element, crucial for a coherent,
but flexible and dynamical behaviour to emerge. (In
the linear communication flow of most interactive
systems, noise remains something to be filtered out in
order to minimise odd reactions on the computer’s
part – and still therefore it is, even here, the only source
of creative behaviour).
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established (figure 3). Direct man/machine interactions
(via control devices) are optional to an ecosystemic
design (dashed arrow in figure 3), as they are replaced
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by the ambience (dashed lines in figure 3).
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exchanges – from and to the ambience, from and
to the computer, from and to a possibly included
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and disconnections that can be listened to across the
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sound, as hey are brought forth by micro-time pro-
cesses (granular rate, or even sample rate). This comes
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either sounding natural or artificial to the ear. The
task is not to evoke existing environmental phenom-
ena, but to create small audible ecosystems that can
be coherent in their internal structure and temporal
unfolding, and that can develop in close relationship
to the space hosting the music and the audience. So
far, I developed the project to the point where I could
compose two short live electronics solos (mentioned
later, but not described in their musical characteris-
tics). A most appropriate public presentation of works
thus composed will eventually be that of a large-scale
sound installation.

The basic idea reflects a self-feeding loop design
(figure 4). A chain of causes and effects is established,
ideally without any human intervention but the prac-
tical instalment and set-up of everything needed for
the performance to take place (loudspeakers, electret
condenser microphones, a programmable DSP-based
workstation, and a mixer console).

A compact description of the overall process is
as follows. (i) The computer emits some initial sound
(either synthetic or sampled), heard through the loud-
speakers; (ii) this is also fed back to the computer by
two or more microphones scattered around the room
(their placement is crucial); (iii) the computer analyses
the microphone signals and extracts information on
relevant sonic features; (iv) the extracted data is
used to generate low-rate control signals and drive the
audio signal processing parameters (DSP modules I
often use here include granulators and sample play-
back modules); submitted to audio signal processing is
the computer-generated sound itself that was initially
emitted; (v) meanwhile, the microphone signals are
matched against the original synthetic or sampled
signal, and the difference-signal is calculated (the
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1.2. Previous Methodologies

Evolutionary computing has, by now, a long record of ap-
plication in musical research; to date, it remains generally
focused on either computer music or musical cognition
concerns (? ). We will not address the whole background
of this work here, but instead will focus on the technniques
that inspired our work.

Two excellent surveys and general inquiries into the
use and general application of genetic algorithms in mu-
sic (out of many others) are Gartland-Jones and Copley’s
‘The Suitability of Genetic Algorithms for Musical Com-
position‘ (4) and Burton and Vladimirova’s ‘Generation
of Musical Sequences with Genetic Techniques‘ (3), both
of which focus on methodologies (theirs and others) that
attempt to use genetic algorithms to generate musical ma-
terial. Some, such as Biles’ ‘GenJam‘ (1), work within
premises such as 8th-note derivation within strict Jazz time-
lines, others, such as the IndagoSonus system, attempt
to bypass the fitness bottleneck through GUI-driven evo-
lutionary targets. In the case of Todd and Werner’s co-
evolution principle, the generation of musical material is
based on populations of hopeful singers and critics co-
evolving at the same time. In the case of Lewis‘ ‘Voy-
ager‘, with its legacy of Forth programming, and rule-
based structure, we see a competent improvisor, but one
that is necessarily fixed within the numerical MIDI do-
main (as are most others), and not as able to capture the
gestural nuances embedded in timbre variation that can
occur within musical improvisation.

We do not here have the space to outline each in turn.
Todd and Werner’s genetic co-evolution algorithm became
our choice of implementation for Frank, due to its em-
phasis on evolving criticism, an essential part of the thin-
slicing machine (Frank) we wanted to build, and of cul-
tural heritage as a phenomenon. However, as pointed out
by Miranda, Todd, and Kirby (12), within Todd’s co-evolution,
which evolves hopeful male singers and female critics in
parallel, there is a ‘puzzling fundamental question‘ which
is left unaddressed: where do the expectations of the fe-
male critics come from? We will address this question in
our system in a brute, fundamental way: by allowing the
human improvisor to determine the scale of expectancy
as a variable. Since the improvisor’s live input has a di-
rect effect on the female genotype, this gets around the
expectancy provenance.

2. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION

For the rest of this paper, we will refer to one particular use
case of Frank, for consistency purposes. In this case, one
human player at any instrument (in this case, piano) will
be the live input, through normal analog to digital conver-
sion feeding into the Puredata environment, within which
we host the objects (written in C++, using Flext) that con-
stitute our agent, Frank. The player is given a Puredata
patch to control some of the facets of Frank, such as ini-
tial lexical database creation and starting the GA process.

Human 
Improvisor

Pure

Live 
Sound

MPEG7 
frames

Lexemes

Co-ev 
GA S

ur
pr

is
eBreed H

Z

Audio 
Repository

Data

Figure 1. Frank : a high-level overview of the framework.

The Frank framework consists of the following ele-
ments, which feed into each other in sequence as the live
sound input comes into Puredata:

• MPEG7 feature extraction

• Acoustic Lexemes database creation from clustered
MPEG7 frames

• Co-evolution GA, taking live sound, and two other
variables as input

• Audio repository, which can be static or built from
live sound

A high-level overview of Frank’s design and data flow
can be seen in figure 1, which outlines the four steps above
and shows where human input and reception happen.

2.1. Co-evolving strings of MPEG7 vectors

In our implementation of Todd’s co-evolution (14), we
decided to address what Todd calls the structure versus
novelty trade-off by focusing on novelty or creativity, and
isolating structure to the functions of the matching algo-
rithms using Casey’s methods. In this way, navigating
the musical solution space would be a question of find-
ing structure within evolved solutions, and not before it
(thus avoiding setting a priori knowledge of the musical
space, as rules).

We should here point out the difference between our
implementation of co-evolution, and Todd and Werner‘s;
in section 4.2 of their Frankensteinian paper (14), ‘Co-
evolving hopeful singers and music critics‘, from which
we took most of our inspiration, they outline their third
scoring method (or fitness/expectation system), the ‘sur-
prise preference scoring‘ method. Briefly, every female
builds an expectation matrix while listening to a male’s
song. We have not, at this stage, implemented this scor-
ing method, and have focused solely on similarity, so that
we could more easily manage the progression from bare
Soundspotter methods to co-evolving features. We aim to
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“Through rehearsal, we had realised that it was helpful if at 
some points, the human performer calm themselves and 
provide a relatively stable beat to help the computer match up 
again, lest the dynamics of the playing situation become too 
free. This established a compromise between demonstrating 
the power of the technology, and the fun of evading 
synchronisation capture!”#
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Fig. 1.1 P f Q “wiring diagrams” for different computer music applications, a non-exhaustive set
of possibilities.

ilar excerpts from a music database, f would perform the similarity measure and the
look-up.

Note that links between modules are not directional to indicate that parameters
might be passed in either direction. For example, a subcomponent of f might require
a finer level of analysis from P, and could therefore send an instruction to P to that
effect. The bi-directionality of system components means that the division into P, f
and Q is to some degree arbitrary; in practice the separation is distinct since each
module serves a different fundamental purpose.

Figure 1.1C shows a synthesis unit, Q, outputting audio. Audio synthesis is a well
studied area of computer music and there are many available techniques, ranging
from the rendering of sampled sound and the emulation of actual instruments (e.g.
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choosing new values for those parameters at certain 
decision times during the performance. 

In the following sections, we describe the toolkit, and 
outline some of the ways in which a musician can 
incorporate his/her musical knowledge into IMA design. 
We then report on a preliminary investigation in which an 
IMA was designed for the software music system whose 
interface is shown in Figure 1. This serves to illustrate the 
use of the toolkit, and to identify issues that we intend to 
address in an upcoming user-centred design (UCD, see 
e.g. Vredenburg et al., 2002) study, discussed in the final 
section. 
A PROTOTYPE TOOLKIT FOR IMA DESIGN 
As mentioned above, the design-by-example approach 
requires the use of machine learning. The paradigm in 
which a human interacts with machine learning 
algorithms in order to iteratively arrive at a satisfactory 
result is known as interactive machine learning (IML, 
Fails and Olsen, 2003). In this section, we describe a 
prototype toolkit for IMA design, which incorporates 
appropriate machine learning algorithms to support the 
following proposed workflow (see Figure 2): The 
musician begins by creating a set of examples of musical 
performances that illustrate “good” musical behaviour. 
He/she then configures a set of machine learning 
algorithms, and runs them to produce a model for the 
behaviour of an IMA. The IMA may then be evaluated 
through real-time interaction. If the musician is not 
satisfied, he/she has three options. First, he/she may add 
more examples to better illustrate the desired behaviour. 
Second, he/she may re-configure the machine learning 
algorithms to improve the chances of discovering the 
important patterns in the example performances. Finally, 
the musician may manually alter the behaviour model.  

 
Figure 2. The interactive machine learning workflow 

supported by the toolkit.  

A relevant context in which to apply this workflow is 
given by Pressing’s (1988) model of musical 
improvisation. In this model, an improvisation is 
represented as a series of non-overlapping sections called 
event clusters, which are pre-defined sets of musical 
events. For improvisation with acoustic instruments, 
events are usually musical notes or articulations. At 
frequent decision times during a performance, the 
improviser chooses the next event cluster that will take 
place. The actual execution of the event cluster is 
deferred to lower level motor control mechanisms which 
operate at a speed faster than conscious decision making. 

The activity of electronic musicians arranging musical 
elements in time, described in the previous section, is 
equivalent to this model of an instrumental improviser, 
with musical elements taking the place of the performer’s 
low-level motor control, but the high-level structuring 
process being essentially the same. This act of arranging 
musical elements by an electronic musician can be broken 
into two components: the choice of valid combinations of 
musical elements according to musical constraints and the 
sequencing of those combinations over time. 

We define an IMA specification as a prescription for the 
way in which an IMA chooses new values for the 
parameters under its control. In our toolkit, an IMA 
specification comprises three parts: (i) a set of musically 
salient variables, (ii) a set of probabilistic temporal 
models describing how these variables change over time, 
and (iii) a set of deterministic rules describing 
interdependencies between the variables. The first of 
these is manually defined by the musician, while the 
second and third are learnt by machine learning 
algorithms, which have been configured by the musician. 
Thus, in creating each part the musician can incorporate 
his/her musical knowledge into the IMA. We now 
describe each part in turn and then summarise the 
functionality of the real-time performance engine, which 
is the component used to interactively run an IMA. 

The set of variables includes the values of the parameters 
under the control of the IMA and those being controlled 
by the musician. In addition, other quantities may be 
included which are considered to be relevant to musical 
decision making. These may be numerical descriptions of 
the music, such as the output of “machine listening” 
signal processing analyses (e.g. noisiness or loudness), 
the output of probabilistic algorithmic processes in the 
system, or the products of mathematical operations on 
these quantities (there is a pre-defined set of such 
operations). 

Our probabilistic temporal models are variable order 
Markov models (VMMs, Ron et al., 1996). A VMM uses 
the current and past values of a variable to give the 
possible next values and their probabilities. The musician 
incorporates his/her musical knowledge into the IMA by 
choosing the variables which will be modelled by VMMs 
and the parameters of the VMMs.  

Finally, the rules describing the dependencies between 
variables are learnt from the example data using 
association rule learning (ARL) algorithms (see e.g. 
Hastie et al., 2009). These algorithms can discover 
dependencies between the variables in the IMA 
specification. The dependencies discovered are in the 
form of  “implies rules”, for example: 

Bassdrum: On AND Hihat: On  Snare drum: On 

which can be read: “if the bass drum is sounding and the 
hi-hat is sounding then the snare drum must be sounding 
too” (the rules derived by the toolkit are generally more 
complex). A set of such rules defines a set of “allowed” 
variable value configurations. The musician can influence 
the rule discovery process by setting certain parameters of 
the ARL algorithms and also by choosing subgroups of 

4. Edit the IMA 
specification 

2. Configure machine 
learning algorithms 

1. Create / 
Edit training 

examples 
3. Run machine learning 

algorithms 

5. Evaluate behaviour using real-time engine 

Martin et al. A Toolkit for
 Designing Interactive 
Musical Agents, !
Proceedings of OzCHI 
2011. !
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 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 

Timbre low 

frequency:  

• bass 

drums 

midrange 

frequency: 

 • most drums 

high 

frequency: 

• rattles,  

• shakers, 

• cymbals 

Density lower than 

average 

 higher than 

average 

Variation less often  more often 

Table 1. Agent types and how they influence agent 

behaviour. 

 

 

Figure 2. Example personality parameters for a player 

agent. 

2.3. Fuzzy Counters 

Kinetic Engine makes liberal use of fuzzy counters[4], 

which allow for the concept of “wait a bit”. For 

example, although a performance begins once the 

conductor starts “beating time” by sending out bangs, 

agents do not respond immediately, nor synchronously. 

Agents react every few beats – a checkbeat - using such 

a fuzzy counter: each beat is tested
1
, and agents wait on 

average between 3 and 6 beats before passing a 

checkbeat. This amount is scaled by the agent's 

responsiveness parameter, as well as the overall system 

responsiveness; less responsive agents will take longer 

to react to the conductor's demands (see Figure 3 to see 

how probabilities increase with each test).  

 

Figure 3. Using fuzzy logic to “wait a bit” by 

controlling chance of success for each test. 

The system responsiveness parameter scales the test 

number, whereas the agent responsiveness parameter 

scales the chance of success. The former thus controls 

how quickly success is possible - allowing for all agents 

to react immediately - whereas the latter controls how 

soon success is reached after the initial wait of three 

beats. 

Once a checkbeat is passed, an agent decides 

whether to activate itself by testing its responsiveness 

parameter. When an agent becomes active, it determines 

its density. 

                                                             
1 A random value between 0.0 and 1.0 is generated, and compared to 

the parameter in a Boolean test. 

2.4. Fuzzy Logic Ratings 

Kinetic Engine attempts to model human approximation 

through the use of fuzzy logic to judge success. In the 

case of density, agents are unaware of the exact global 

density required. Instead, the conductor rates the global 

density as “very low”, “low”, “medium”, or “high”, and 

broadcasts this rating. Agents know the average number 

of notes in a pattern based upon this rating: this value is 

scaled by the agent’s type and type-scaling parameter. 

Agents generate individual densities after applying a 

Gaussian-type curve to this number (see Figure 4 for the 

Gaussian curve in Max’s table object), and broadcast 

this density. 

 

Figure 4. A Gaussian curve, allowing for a random 

variation around a given value. 

The conductor collects all agent densities, and 

determines whether the accumulated densities are “way 

too low/high” “too low/high”, or “close enough” in 

comparison to the global density, and broadcasts this 

success rating. 

• if the accumulated density is “way too low”, non-

active agents can activate themselves and generate new 

densities (or conversely, active agents can deactivate if 

the density is “way to high”). 

• if the accumulated density is “too low”, active 

agents can add notes (or subtract them if the density is 

“too high”). 

• if the accumulated density is judged to be “close 

enough”, agent densities are considered stable. 

3. PATTERN GENERATION 

3.1. Density Spread 

An agent’s density is spread across the available beats 

using fuzzy logic to determine probabilities, influenced 

by the agent’s downbeat and offbeat parameters (see 

Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Example density spread weightings for two 

agents, 4/4 time with different downbeat and offbeat 

parameter values. 

Once the number of notes per beat has been decided, 

agents determine the placement of the notes within the 

beat using a similar technique, but influenced by the 

agent’s syncopation parameter.  

Arne Eigenfeldt, “Drum circle: Intelligent agents in max/msp”, 
Proceedings of the International Computer Music Conference 2007.!
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 Harmony 1:  (-12, 0, 4, 7, 11)  
 
 Harmony 2:  (2, 6, 9, 13) 
 
where the first number, -12, represents the root of the first 
harmony (C4), which has -12 distance from the piece’s 
base tone. The other four numbers, (0, 4, 7, 11), are the 
corresponding pitch distances (intervals) from the piece’s 
base tone.  This representation is complete, i.e., it can 
represent all harmonies (even dissonant ones), and is 
consistent with music theory, including (Tymoczko 2006).   
The advantage of the latter is that it defines an 
aesthetically-relevant notion of harmonic distance across 
chords.  Also, it allows us to define interval-based Zipf 
metrics for use in the fitness function of our genetic 
algorithm (discussed later). 

 Gesture Interface 
The development of gesture devices (such as the Kinect) 
has opened new avenues for hands-free, gesture-based user 
interfaces. Currently, many implementations of gesture 
languages are based on the point-and-click (mouse) 
metaphor.  However, we need to move beyond point-and-
click, in order to utilize the full interaction-design potential 
of this novel gesture-interface paradigm (Francese, et al. 
2012). 

User Interface Design 
The Navigator’s interface presents available harmonies as 
a dynamic navigable space, similarly to Dasher.  While 
Dasher presents follow-up characters in a 2D left-to-right 
navigation space, we utilize a 3D front-to-back approach.   
 The interface presents users with a harmonic palette, 
from which to choose a follow-up harmony (see figure 3).  
The palette contains a number of circles, each representing 
a harmony.  The current harmony is located in the center of 
the display.  Follow-up harmonies are determined by the 
current harmony (as dictated by the training corpus), and 
are placed in a clockwise fashion, around a clock face 
labeled with the 12 tones. (Since pieces are normalized, C 
is 0.)  Harmonies are represented by vertically stacked 
numbers stating harmonic intervals.  This is consistent with 
(and provides the same information as) the vertical 
placement of notes on a staff. 4 
 Similarly to Dasher, the size (radii) of follow-up circle-
harmonies corresponds to transition probabilities from the 
current harmony (the larger, the more probable).  
 When there are multiple follow-up harmonies with the 
same root pitch (e.g., see E and A root pitches, in figure 3), 

                                                
4  Arguably, in a more direct (usable) manner, given our target users. 

they are arranged around a smaller clock face.  The size 
(radius) of this clock face corresponds to the sum of the 
enclosed harmonies’ probabilities.  Hovering the cursor 
over this clock face zooms in to display a larger version of 
the clock face, which presents more information about the 
contained harmonies, and allows the user to select one. The 
placement of these harmonies inside the smaller clock face 
is determined by the second pitch in the harmony. 
 In the case where multiple harmonies have the same 
second pitch, these harmonies will also be placed inside an 
even smaller clock.  This hierarchical (recursive, fractal-
like) grouping continues until all harmonies can be 
represented individually.   Similarly to binary search, this 
hierarchical decomposition/organization of the harmony 
palette allows the user to quickly “home in” on a desired 
harmony.   The user efficiency gained by this approach 
(over a linear, non-hierarchical placement of harmonies 
around a single clock face) is O(log12 n), where n is the 
number of follow-up harmonies (and base 12 given the 
decomposition of the search space into 12 regions, at each 
level). 
 Similarly to Monterey Mirror, a genetic algorithm runs 
continuously (in the background) to suggest interesting 
harmonic flows.  The follow-up harmony (or harmonies) 
selected by the genetic algorithm is (are) identified by a 
special color (e.g., gold) settable by the user.  We are 
exploring other possibilities (e.g., a thicker border). 
 In accordance with HCI guidelines (e.g., Dix et al. 
1998), we use color redundantly, i.e., to emphasize 
information already present at the interface.  Color 
assignment of circle-harmonies is based on intervallic 
tension.  Intervallic tension is already visible on the 
interface, through the displayed harmonic intervals 

 
 

Figure 3. The Harmonic Navigator user interface  
(colors adjusted for grayscale printing). 
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variation on crossover where the amount of genes that are 
inherited from each parent can be controlled. What I call 
morphing is a linear interpolation on the gene level. 

Every operator creates a set of new genomes that can be 
auditioned and further bred upon in the interactive process. 
Any sound can be stored at any stage in a gene bank, and 
the stored genomes can be brought back into the breeding 
process anytime, or saved to disk for later use. The parents 
used in an operation can be selected from several sources: a 
previously stored genome, either of the most recently used 
parents, any uploadable sound in the current sound engine 
or an individual from the current population (i.e., the 
outcome of the last breeding operation). 

A genome is really just a string of numbers, of constant 
length. Another sound engine would interpret these numbers 
differently. This means that a genome is meaningless 
without the sound engine it was created for, and it will not 
work with any other engine. 

It is sometimes useful to be able to prevent a number of 
genes from being affected by the genetic operations. For 
instance, when certain parameters of a sound (e.g., the filter 
settings) is good enough and the user does not want to run 
the risk of messing them up in further breeding operations, 
she can disable them, and they will stay as they are. If a 
gene is disabled, it will be copied straight from the first 
parent. 

Mutation. A new genome is generated from one parent 
sound's genome by randomly altering some genes. A 
mutation probability setting controls the probability of a 
gene to be altered and a mutation range sets the maximum 
for the random change of a gene. Together, these two allow 
control of the degree of change, from small mutations on 
every parameter to few but big mutations. 

Mating (Crossover). Segments of the two parent genomes 
are combined to form a new genome. The offspring’s genes 
are copied, one gene at the time, from one of the parent 
genomes. A crossover probability setting controls the 
probability at each step to switch source parent. The starting 
parent for the copying process is selected randomly. Each 
parent will provide half of the offspring’s genes, on average. 
The genes keep their position within the genome during this 
copying. 

Insemination (Asymmetrical Crossover). For a new 
offspring genome (Q), the following process is applied, 
based on two parent genomes (P1 and P2): P1 is duplicated to 
Q, then a number of genes are overwritten with the 
corresponding genes in P2. An insemination amount controls 
how much of P2 should be inseminated in P1, and the 
insemination spread setting controls how much the genes to 
be inseminated should be spread in the genome - should 
they be scattered randomly or appear in one continuous 
sequence. If the insemination amount is small, the resulting 
sounds will be close in character to the sound of P1, with 
some properties inherited from P2. 

Morphing. A linear interpolation is performed on every 
gene of the two parent genomes, forming a new genome on 
a random position on the straight line in parameter space 
between the first parent (P1) and the second parent (P2). 

Manual Mutation. Manual mutation is not a genetical 
operator, but still something that affects the current genome. 
When the user changes a parameter on the synthesizer, the 
program is informed about the change and applies the 
change to the corresponding gene in the currently selected 
genome. The manual change then lives on through further 
breeding. Optionally, the manually changed gene can be 
automatically frozen, since a manual change is a strong 
decision. Manual mutations allow for the same level of 
direct control that the advanced synthesizer programmer is 
used to, and makes the method useful to both beginners and 
experienced users. Manual mutation may not be possible 
with all sound engines, depending on if they transmit 
parameter changes via MIDI.  

2.2 User Interface 
MutaSynth is made to be simple. It is also designed to 

give quick responses to user actions, to minimize all 
obstacles in the creative process. Currently, the user 
interface looks like this: 
 

Fig. 1: The current user interface of MutaSynth. 
 
The display shows a number of boxes representing the 

population, the last used parents and the currently selected 
genome in the gene bank. The layout is chosen to 
correspond to the nine number keys on the computer 
keyboard. To listen to any individual from the current 
population, the user presses the corresponding number key, 
and the parameter interpretation of the genome is sent to the 
sound engine. The keys +, -, * and / invoke the different 
breeding operators. With these keyboard shortcuts the 
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Tools to support creative practice: how can I 
configure and organise autonomous/creative 
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